Sunday, August 03, 2014

3:15 PM

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!
Greg wants to influence 1 Million SWF's into becoming
Futuristic MD women!

inventsomething@live.com
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
850 pages moved to this web link
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html

8-3-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome... saving 685 kids from dying
in hot gasoline fueled cars in 2015, wow! MIT Special Forces
in Key West Today few miles from Greg at Starbucks could not
"care" less! 30 min test to find out if the man has a
conscience, ha we don't need to test these MIT guys, as they
all failed! FIERY COP CAR CRASH... Statistics are suppressed...
Fiery SUV crash suppressed... Top Brass at 1984 II hold all the
Cars! Gasoline! MIT... Holocaust II by the Top Brass at MIT
building Drones + Domes for these Psychotic George Orwell II
men who have syphilis on the Brain and give it to the troops.
4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
8-3-14 Mary Kennedy to Obama, + all... Women need to
record cell calls, Mary Kennedy who Robert Kennedy Jr.
hanged in the barn... Obama: Mobile phone unlocking law
gives 'ordinary Americans more flexibility ... Tech Times - A
new law inked by President Obama will give consumers the
ability to unlock their cell phones. This should help increase
competition and give customers more rights, says the White
House. Clones of Mary Kennedy harassed and tortured in
front of 1984 II "Observers" need to record RK Jr's calls to
save them from being hanged in another Kennedy Barn!
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save them from being hanged in another Kennedy Barn!
Criminal Acts by Robert Kennedy Jr's "Clones" 1 million
clones today are going on and in this Orwellian Society
someone is watching and doing nothing!!

8-3-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... MIT Top Brass took $777 Trillion from Allah
+ Mecca to train this KW MIT Eaton... $$$$ 40K Breast
CANCER DEAD IN 2014 AND EATON SPITS ON THEIR GRAVES
AT Arlington... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx Miracle
Cure for Breast Cancer Today!! 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat
iPad with built in iPhone7s...

Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
8-3-14 $777 Trillion more in oil revenues this Sunday and of
course the Vatican + Pope have theirs in a Swiss Bank, same
Banks Hitler used... "Islamic State grabs Iraqi dam and oil
field in victory over Kurds" Reuters - 34 minutes ago... 4 MD
Wives Coup D'Etat
iPad with built in iPhone7s...
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iPad with built in iPhone7s...

Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
8-3-14 The toughest school in the Army officially has a new
commander and he's a West Point and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology graduate who passed the grueling
Special Forces Underwater Operations School while just a
cadet.

8-3-14 The Toughest School in the Army is Yale Key West
Medical School Eaton + the other Top Brass Named below
failed... to cure Breast Cancer, Cancer, Childhood Cancers
caused by Poison Gasoline Exhaust... Smog!
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8-3-14 Worst Army Crime by Eaton is not letting Greg + MD
wives work brainstorming a Rx Overnight Miracle Cure for
Breast Cancer...

8-3-14 Although mutations in a gene dubbed "the guardian
of the genome" are widely recognized as being associated
with more aggressive forms of cancer, researchers at the
University of California, San Diego School of Medicine have
found evidence suggesting that the deleterious health effects
of the mutated gene may in large part be due to other
genetic abnormalities, at least in squamous cell head and
neck cancers.

The study, published online August 3 in the journal Nature
Genetics, shows that high mortality rates among head and
neck cancer patients tend to occur only when mutations in
the tumor suppressor gene coincide with missing segments of
genetic material on the cancer genome's third chromosome.

The link between the two had not been observed before
because the mutations co-occur in about 70 percent of head
and neck tumors and because full genetic fingerprints of
large numbers of cancer tumors have become available only
recently.

"These two genetic malfunctions are not two separate stab
wounds to the body," said co-senior author Trey Ideker, PhD,
chief of the Division of Genetics. "One exposes the Achilles
tendon and the other is a direct blow to it."

To patients with these cancers, the study's results mean that
there may be therapeutic value in testing tumors for the two
genetic identifiers, known as a TP53 mutation (short for
tumor protein 53) and a 3p deletion (short for deletions of
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tumor protein 53) and a 3p deletion (short for deletions of
genetic information on the short arm "p" of the third
chromosome).

TP53 plays a key role in regulating cell growth, detecting
and fixing DNA, and directing cell apoptosis (death) if the
DNA damage is irreparable. Because of this, the TP53 protein
is sometimes called the "guardian of the genome."

The study's findings suggest that if both markers are present,
treatment should be intensified. If only one mutation is
present, treatment might be de-intensified because the TP53
mutation alone is less deadly than previously thought. The
latter would have immediate benefits in reducing deaths
caused by complications related to medical care.

"We are in the early stages of being able to personalize head
and neck cancer treatments based on the tumor's actual
biology, the same as what's done with breast cancers," said
co-senior author Quyen Nguyen, MD, PhD, associate professor
of Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery. "In the past,
treatments have been based largely on the size and location
of the tumor. Now, we know that some large tumors may
respond to less aggressive treatment while some small tumors
may need intensified treatment. This will have a huge
impact for patients."

8-3-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... MIT Top Brass took $777 Trillion from Allah
+ Mecca to train this KW MIT Eaton... $$$$ 40K Breast
CANCER DEAD IN 2014 AND EATON SPITS ON THEIR GRAVES
AT Arlington... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx Miracle
Cure for Breast Cancer Today!!
Maj. Josh Eaton relieved Maj. Sam Kline of command in a
brief ceremony Friday at a small classroom that was perhaps
a testament to small, quiet and elite nature of Green Berets
themselves.

Dive school gets new commander -- West Point, MIT grad
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Dive school gets new commander -- West Point, MIT grad
joins special forces family BY ADAM LINHARDT Citizen Staff
alinhardt@keysnews.com

8-3-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... MIT Top Brass took $777 Trillion from Allah
+ Mecca to train this KW MIT Eaton... $$$$ 40K Breast
CANCER DEAD IN 2014 AND EATON SPITS ON THEIR GRAVES
AT Arlington... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx Miracle
Cure for Breast Cancer Today!!

The toughest school in the Army officially has a new
commander and he's a West Point and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology graduate who passed the grueling
Special Forces Underwater Operations School while just a
cadet.
8-3-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... MIT Top Brass took $777 Trillion from Allah
+ Mecca to train this KW MIT Eaton... $$$$ 40K Breast
CANCER DEAD IN 2014 AND EATON SPITS ON THEIR GRAVES
AT Arlington... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx Miracle
Cure for Breast Cancer Today!!
Maj. Josh Eaton relieved Maj. Sam Kline of command in a
brief ceremony Friday at a small classroom that was perhaps
a testament to small, quiet and elite nature of Green Berets
themselves.

The change of command lured the biggest names across all
military branches in Key West, perhaps another nod to the
elite status of the men who train at Fleming Key -- Rear
Adm. Stephen Mehling, commanding officer of Joint
Interagency Task Force South; Naval Air Station Key West
Capt. Steven McAlearney; and Coast Guard Sector Key West
Capt. Al Young.

Eaton is now overseeing training cadre of the most
dangerous school in the Army, where about one in three
students fails the course.

8-3-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome...
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8-3-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... MIT Top Brass took $777 Trillion from Allah
+ Mecca to train this KW MIT Eaton... $$$$ 40K Breast
CANCER DEAD IN 2014 AND EATON SPITS ON THEIR GRAVES
AT Arlington... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx Miracle
Cure for Breast Cancer Today!!
8-3-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Today!!

8-3-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!
8-2-14 Greg has electricity at Starbucks on Duval in Key
West... 30 days and 1,001 other Starbucks customers were
without this electric outlet as they turned if off because of the
electricWindmillFord Escort, looks like the Top Brass at 1984
II HQ turned Starbucks Electricity on... grin. I had 101
people ask me for the bathroom in starbucks yesterday...
going to put a port a potty outside when George Orwell
makes contact... port a potty with wheels.... grin and
Starbucks logo!!!
8-2-14 lic plate DV4033E this person knows who stole the 2
wheels off my Miami Sun Tricycle!

8-2-14 lic plate DV4033E going to take all 4 Wheels off this
DV car and many others when I catch them...
8-2-14 Two calls one First State Bank Guard my bike has
been vandalized so move it from Bank Parking lot and no
the Bank will not check the video for who took your 2
wheels... this guy will lose 2 wheels off his car... when George
Orwell makes contact...

8-2-14 Second call stupid guy as I have caller id on my cell
had a joke are you selling the trike? Should I take 2 or 3
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had a joke are you selling the trike? Should I take 2 or 3
wheels off his car when George Orwell makes contact... I will
ask my Orwellian friends, grin!

8-2-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Today!!
8-2-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water... Key West Front Page MIT Special Forces in
Combat women with baby... A new study out today suggests
that having recently taken birth control pills increases
breast cancer risk by about 50 percent. Women who were on a
formulation of the pill with an especially elevated level of
estrogen nearly tripled their risk of getting breast cancer,
and a pill with even a moderate amount of the hormone
increased the risk by about 60 percent.

For the study, published in the journal Cancer Research,
scientists at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center
and the University of Washington in Seattle followed 1,102
women diagnosed with breast cancer, most of whom were in
their 40s. Rather than rely on self-report data, the
researchers dug into the women’s pharmaceutical records to
determine the exact oral contraceptives they were taking.
8-2-14 Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure put
it in the water...
8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome cause Breast Cancer Rx Cure
put it in the water... Key West Navy Sank the Overnight Rx
Miracle Cure for Breast Cancer Today!!

8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome... Obama makes cell phone
unlocking legal by signing change in Law.

8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome,,, Obama makes legal the
unlocking of the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era...
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unlocking of the Suppressed ElectricWindmillCar Era...
saving 685 kids from dying in hot gasoline fueled cars in
2015, wow! MIT Special Forces in Key West Today few miles
from Greg at Starbucks could not "care" less! 30 min test to
find out if the man has a conscience, ha we don't need to
test these MIT guys, as they all failed!

8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome... In a decision that could
bring cheers to the faces of Billions of mobile phone users in
the United States, President Barack Obama has given his
nod to a new cell phone law which enables their unlocking
legal and the millions of women in a Batter Womans shelter
today, millions as there are Battered Womens shelters in
every city and town in the USA... 100 Million women I would
guess, and I would guess this is classified need to record his
cell calls like Mary Kennedy who Robert Kennedy Jr. hanged
in the barn... Obama: Mobile phone unlocking law gives
'ordinary Americans more flexibility ... Tech Times - A new
law inked by President Obama will give consumers the
ability to unlock their cell phones. This should help increase
competition and give customers more rights, says the White
House.
8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome...
8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome...

8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome... saving 685 kids from dying
in hot gasoline fueled cars in 2015, wow! MIT Special Forces
in Key West Today few miles from Greg at Starbucks could not
"care" less! 30 min test to find out if the man has a
conscience, ha we don't need to test these MIT guys, as they
all failed!
8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome...
8-2-14 MIT Drones + Iron Dome...
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8-1-14 A George Orwell thief in Key West took 2 bike wheels off
my trike parked at 700 Amelia between 7 am and 10 am as I
went to Paradise Fitness to work out... today was my 23rd
day to do 400 sit ups and 1 hour on the treadmill.... I
stopped by Island bikes and $175 for 3 rims a set so no way I
can ever buy 2 wheels that were stolen by one of the George
Orwells people who know me and this web unless the Top
Brass make contact and give me $777 Trillion for
suppressing the electricwindmillcar and the Holocaust 2 of
Poison gasoline exhaust... thanks call if you can help get me
2 wheels for my trike.
305 340 8082 Greg Buell

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!

8-1-14 Air Force, limits itself to how the USA’s most techheavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, screams of
685 kids dead in hot cars in the USA since 1998! World wide
only the CIA has these statistics!
8-1-14 Air Force, forbidding itself to how the USA’s most techheavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, screams of
685 kids dead in hot cars!
8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!
8-1-14 Air Force, "unauthorized" itself to how the USA’s most
tech-heavy military service ignored the radar, beeps,
screams of 685 kids dead in hot cars!

8-1-14 Air Force, limits itself to how the USA’s most techheavy military service ignored the radar, beeps, screams of
685 kids dead in hot cars!
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685 kids dead in hot cars!

8-1-14 Air Force, Congress backs $225 Million bill to
replenish Israel's Iron Dome missile defense! Breast Cancer
Women in Israel + USA need this $225 Million more than the
Iron Dome War Games! Sick... 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.
8-1-14 Air Force, 1 of 1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools on
an Eiffel Tower Structure... AF + Navy built fleets of Fighter
Jets and JFK Carriers, not 1 new Yale Medical School was
built with the AF + Navy Oil Genocide + Poison Gasoline
Exhaust Holocaust II Era from 1980 to 2014... sick 4 MD Wives
Coup D'Etat.
8-1-14 Air Force, 1 of 1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools on
an Eiffel Tower Structure 4 MD Wives Coup D'Etat.
8-1-14 Air Force, Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!! Quarter
for your Thoughts if you are a Neurologists... Yale Key West
Medical School should be built today on an Eiffel Tower
Structure! Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to build
a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. Amazing
Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
Addicted to "Car Toys not War Toys"
8-1-14 Air Force, Greg flew into Key West with $777 Trillion to
build a Yale Key West Medical School on 3-4-2011. Amazing
Stargazing Coup! Time Bomb is the Gravity Engine!!
Addicted to "Car Toys not War Toys"

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!
8-1-14 Air Force, Story below tells how the Top Brass built
Drones + JFK Carriers instead of New Medical Schools... 1 of
1,001 Yale Key West Medical Schools on an Eiffel Tower
Structure
8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
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Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!

A high-level report recommending sweeping changes in how
the government distributes $15 billion annually to subsidize
the training of doctors has brought out the sharp scalpels of
those who would be most immediately affected.

The reaction also raises questions about the sensitive politics
involved in redistributing a large pot of money that now
goes disproportionately to teaching hospitals in the
northeast U.S. All of the changes recommended would have
to be made by Congress. Released Tuesday, the report for the
Institute of Medicine called for more accountability for the
funds, two-thirds of which are provided by Medicare. It also
called for an end to providing the money directly to the
teaching hospitals and to dramatically alter the way the
funds are paid. The funding in question is for graduate
medical education (GME), the post-medical school training
of interns and residents required before doctors can be
licensed to practice in any state.
8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down a 1 built there!
"We recognize we are causing some disruption," said Gail
Wilensky, a health economist and co-chairwoman of the
panel that produced the report. "But we think we are doing
so in a thoughtful and careful way," including phasing in
the payment changes over 10 years. Some of the major
players in medical education don't see it that way, however.

"Today's report on graduate medical education is the wrong
prescription for training tomorrow's physicians," the
American Hospital Association said Tuesday. "We are
especially disappointed that the report proposes phasing out
the current Medicare GME funding provided to hospitals and
offering it to other entities that do not treat Medicare
patients." The panel specifically proposes that funding for
medical education be expanded beyond hospitals to clinics
and other training sites in the community. "Most, if not all
residencies must train physicians to treat a wide range of
patients -- many of whom are under age 65 and not eligible
for Medicare coverage," the report says.
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8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!
The American Academy of Family Physicians welcomed the
proposal "to shift funding away from the legacy hospitalbased system to more community-based training sites;
including allowing funding to go directly to those
organizations that sponsor residency training," AAFP
President Reid Blackwelder said in a statement. "By giving
these organizations more control over how they train
residents, the financial investment will better align with the
health needs of a community." But the broader-based doctor
group, the American Medical Association, reacted
negatively, saying: "Despite the fact that workforce experts
predict a shortage of more than 45,000 primary care and
46,000 specialty physicians in the U.S. by 2020, the report
provides no clear solution to increasing the overall number
of graduate medical education positions to ensure there are
enough physicians to meet actual workforce needs." That's
because Wilensky's panel didn't agree with studies projecting
a shortage of physicians. "There was not a consensus that
there is a shortage going forward," said Wilensky, noting
that rapid changes in medical practice, including sharply
higher use of nonphysician health professionals such as
physician assistants and nurse practitioners, might be
enough to provide care to aging baby boomers and those
obtaining coverage under the Affordable Care Act.
8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!
And even if a shortage occurs, the medical education system
needs to better manage training since it now produces more
specialists than primary care providers and leaves major
areas of the country with too few practitioners, said Malcolm
Cox, who recently retired from running the medical
education program for the Department of Veterans Affairs.
"Will an unregulated expansion produce the right physicians
with the right skills in the right areas of the country?" he
said at a panel discussion of the report.

Wilensky, who ran Medicare when Congress overhauled the
physician payment system in the early 1990s, said the
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physician payment system in the early 1990s, said the
chances for making such changes depend very much on
lawmakers from states that currently get less funding -which is most of them. Given the fact that a disproportionate
amount of current funding goes to institutions "in New York,
New Jersey, and Massachusetts," Wilensky said she's surprised
"that everyone else has tolerated this peculiar distribution of
funds" for so long. Whether change happens will depend on
"whether some of the have-not states are willing to say 'wait
a minute,'" she said. The New York teaching hospitals, in
particular, are well-known for their clout on Capitol Hill.

8-1-14 Greg flew into Key West on 3-4-2011 with $777 Trillion
to build a Yale Key West Medical School. 1 of 1,001 Yale
Medical Schools built on an Eiffel Tower Structure... UN will
be torn down and 1 built there!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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